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THE TRAFFIC PATTERN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remember: 

 Learn to fly a consistent pattern.  This will aid you in making consistent 
landings 

 Traffic pattern altitude is usually 1000’ AGL (Above Ground Level) So 
add 1000’ to your airports field elevation (Mean Sea Level) 

 My airport is ____________ MSL.  So my pattern is _______________. 

 At a non-towered airport, always listen to the CTAF (Common Traffic 
Advisory Frequency) for the location of aircraft in the pattern. 

 My airport’s CTAF is _________________ 

 After departure, climb to 300’ below the pattern altitude before 
making your crosswind turn (or any turn out).  My “turning” altitude is 
____________________ 

 On downwind, always be mindful of traffic entering the pattern on 45° 
entry 

 Announce your position every time you turn to another leg of the 
pattern 

 Your initial power reduction and flap settings are made when abeam 
the touchdown point on downwind. 

 For my plane, I reduce power to _____________RPM/MP and set flaps 
to ______________  Other settings____________________________ 

 After turning base, watch your altitude, adjust pitch/power as needed 

 Don’t overshoot the base-to-final turn.  My airspeed on base should be 
_______________ and my flap setting should be _______________ 

 On final, get stabilized as soon as possible.  My airspeed should be 
_____________ and my flap setting should be _______________. 
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